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Getting started
This pattern assumes that you have basic quilting 
knowledge. It does not provide directions for basic 
quilting techniques such as rotary cutting, sewing  
an accurate 1⁄4" seam, pressing, pinning, basting, quilting, 
or binding.  
Check out my latest patterns and other info at  
alittlecrispy.com. For questions or comments, please 
contact me at kristin@alittlecrispy.com.

Materials
You will need standard quilting supplies such as a 
sewing machine, thread, iron, marking pen or pencil, 
rotary cutter and rulers, and so on. You will also need 
poster board, freezer paper, or template plastic, plus a 
glue stick for reinforcing templates (optional).

Fabric
You will need a variety of 100% cotton quilting fabrics, 
42" wide, as listed in the table below.
Please note that the fabric requirements below are 
calculated and the amounts listed do not have much of 
a “fudge factor” built in; I recommend purchasing slightly 
more than listed to allow for mistakes and crooked cuts.
Try choose a solid or a non-busy print for your 
background so that the design shows up well. Also, 
when choosing your colorful accent fabrics, make sure 
that they contrast well with the background fabric.
There is a coloring sheet towards the end of this pattern 
(page 7)—feel free to use any color combination you 
love!

 Crib Throw Twin Queen King

Finished size 48" x 54" 60" x 60" 72" x 90" 96" x 96" 108" x 102"

Number of blocks
32 whole,  
4 "half right" 
and 4 "half left"

54 whole,  
6 "half right" 
and 6 "half left"

77 whole,  
7 "half right" 
and 7 "half left"

120 whole,  
8 "half right" 
and 8 "half left"

145 whole,  
8 "half right" 
and 8 "half left"

Block layout 4 x 9 5 x 12 6 x 15 8 x 16 9 x 17
Fabrics*
Darker arches 9+ fat quarters*, 

or 2 yards one 
color

15+ fat 
quarters*, or 4 
yards one color

23+ fat 
quarters*, or 51/2 
yards one color

32+ fat 
quarters*, or 8 
yards one color

39+ fat 
quarters*, or 9 
yards one color

Lighter half circles 6+ fat quarters*, 
or 11/2 yards one 
color

9+ fat quarters*, 
or 2 yards one 
color

15+ fat 
quarters*, or 31/2 
yards one color

22+ fat 
quarters*, or 51/2 
yards one color

26+ fat 
quarters*, or 61/2 

yards one color
Background 21/4 yards 4 yards 52/3 yards 81/2 yards 101/2 yards

Other fabrics
Binding** 1/3 yard 1/2 yard 2/3 yard 3/4 yard 1 yard

Backing 31/4 yards 32/3 yards 51/2 yards 81/2 yards 91/2 yards

Batting 52" x 58" 64" x 64" 76" x 94" 100" x 100" 112" x 106"
*a fat quarter is a rectangular piece of fabric measuring approximately 18" x 21". 
**Binding amount assumes 21⁄2" strips, cut the width of fabric. You will need additional fabric if you choose to cut your fabric on the bias.

Citrus
Cover quilt is approximately 48" x 54". 

Quilt designed, pieced, and quilted by Kristin Lawson. 
Copyright ©2011 by Kristin Lawson of a Little Crispy. All rights reserved. No part of 

this pattern may be copied or shared in any form without prior written consent.
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Cutting
All measurements include ¼" seam allowances. Directions from 
here on are for the “crib” sized quilt; directions are the same for 
other sizes up to the number of blocks. 

Preparing your templates
Cut out the templates given at the end of the pattern. 
You will need 2 copies of each Left B, Right B, Left C, 
and Right C. You will also need one copy each of A, Left 
A, and Right A.
Carefully cut out all the templates. Tape together one 
Left B and one Right B, lining up the dashed line. Also 
tape together one Left C and Right C, lining up the 
dashed line.
At this point, you can decide to reinforce the templates 
by gluing them to or tracing them onto freezer paper 
or thin cardboard, like a cereal box or template plastic. 
Freezer paper has a light coating on one side that lightly 
sticks to fabric when it is ironed with a warm iron. You 
then cut around the freezer paper with either scissors 
or a rotary cutter and mat and peel the template off 
the fabric. You can re-use the freezer paper a few times 
before it loses its stickiness.
If you decide to use thin cardboard, you can trace 
around each template with a thin pencil or marker onto 
your fabric and then cut out your pieces just inside 
the lines. Alternatively, you can cut directly around the 
template with a rotary cutter and mat. If you choose this 
method, be extra careful that the template does not slip 
while you are cutting. You can do this by using a light 
coating of a washable or fabric glue stick to secure the 
template to the fabric. 
After reinforcing your template, punch out the center of 
each of the red registration dots with a tiny (1/16 inch) 
hole punch or a darning needle, awl, or nail. You do not 
want the hole to be too large or it will be difficult to 
align pieces accurately.

Cutting and marking
Each of the whole and half arch blocks are composed of 
three pieces: A, B, and C, as illustrated below. 

A
Left A

Whole Arch Block Half Arch Blocks

B

CC

B

Right A

B
C

You might notice that each of the templates A, B, and C, 
have an extra 1/4" inch in seam allowance at the bottom, 
and that C has an extra 1" on the outer edges. I found 
that when piecing such large arches there was always 
a little bit of distortion, even if I was very careful. To fix 
this, I cut the pieces out a little larger so I could trim 
them all to be perfectly even after piecing. In addition, 

the C piece is much easier to manage when there is a 
little extra fabric to hold onto. If you are a perfect piecer 
and would rather not waste the fabric, just trim off these 
extra areas of the templates before you start cutting out 
your fabric. 

Important: Each of the Right and Left half A, B, and 
C pieces are mirror images of each other, so please 
take care to cut the correct pieces if you are using 
a fabric that has right and wrong sides.

I would recommend taking 2 pieces of paper, zip-
top bags, or bins and marking them with “Right” 
and “Left”. Then store the corresponding cut pieces 
on top or inside.

A
Cut out 32 whole A’s, 4 Left A’s and 4 Right A’s. You can 
get 6 A’s or 12 half A’s from one fat quarter as shown 
below. 

AA

AA

AA

With a water soluble marking pen, make a dot on the 
fabric through each hole in the template. The outer ring 
of dots will help you align pieces A and B when stitching, 
and the inner ring of dots will allow you to easily draw 
the quilting lines. The lower center dot will also help you 
align the blocks when you are piecing the top together. 
Draw straight lines connecting the inner ring of dots and 
the lower center dot, and curved lines connecting each 
pair of inner ring dots.

B
Cut out 32 whole B’s, 4 Left B’s and 4 Right B’s.
You can get 4 B’s or 8 half B’s from one fat quarter as 
shown. 
With a water soluble marking pen, make a dot in each 
hole. The outer ring of dots will help you align pieces B 
and C when stitching, and the inner ring of dots will help 
you align pieces A and B when stitching.
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B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

C
Cut out 32 whole C’s, 4 Left C’s and 4 Right C’s.
You can get 4 or 5 C’s per width of fabric, depending on 
the width of your fabric (4 is shown below, in the lower 
row).
You can add one Right C and one Left C per row until 
you have enough. This is shown below, in the upper 
row. 
With a water soluble marking pen, make a dot in each 
hole. The ring of dots will help you align pieces B and C 
when stitching.

C C C C

CCCCRight C

Left C

C CC C

CCCC

Selvage

Sewing your blocks
All seam allowances are ¼". Block sizes are 6" x 12" 
finished. 
You will be assembling:

 � 32 whole arch blocks,
 � 4 each Left and Right half blocks 

Be careful: All of the pieces have one or more bias 
(stretchy) edges, so be very vigilant to not stretch 
anything as you are sewing.

Instructions below are for whole blocks, but the half 
blocks are assembled the same way. For each of the 
blocks:

1  Align the center dot of pieces A and B, right sides 
together, as shown below.

2  Pin the two pieces together at the dot. Match up the 
remaining dots on the two matching curves and pin 
them as well. Then, to distribute the fabric evenly, 
place one pin between each pair of pins as well, 
including one at the beginning and at the end of the 
seam (below right). Try to keep the amount of fabric 
between each pair of pins consistent.

All this pinning takes quite a while, but is worth it to 
not have to fuss with the pieces when you are also 
trying to stitch a smooth curve and accurate ¼ inch 
seam. For me it also produces much more accurate 
seams and fewer tucks. I sit and watch a favorite 
tv show while I pin all of the pieces for one step 
together and then it is not nearly as tedious.

3  Stitch together around the curve very slowly with 
B on top, easing in the fabric and making sure not 
to stich a tuck into the seam. Open up and check 
carefully for tucks. Press the seam toward the darker 
arch B.  

If you sew a tuck into the seam, unpick a few stitches 
around it with a seam ripper, smooth it out and re-
stitch that small section, overlapping several stitches 
before and after the unpicked area for security.
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4  Align the center dot of pieces B and C, right sides 
together, as shown below. 

5  Pin the two pieces together at the dot. Match up the 
remaining dots and pin them as well. Then, for added 
security, place one pin between each pair of pins as 
well, including one at the beginning and at the end of 
the seam. Try to keep the amount of fabric between 
each pair of pins consistent.

6  Stitch together very slowly with C on top, easing in 
the fabric and making sure not to stich a tuck into 
the seam. Open up and check carefully for tucks. 
Press the seam toward the colorful arch B.

Squaring up the blocks
Now that the blocks are sewn together, you can trim 
off the extra fabric to make all of the blocks exactly the 
same size. The unfinished block size is 6½" x 12½" for 
whole blocks, and 6½" x 6½" for half blocks
When you trim, make sure that the arch is centered 
in the block. The instructions below are for the whole 
blocks, but the half blocks are trimmed in the same way.
In the illustrations below, each square on the “ruler” is ¼ 
inch.

1  First, lay out your block and align your ruler’s ¼ 
inch marking with the bottom center dot on piece 
A. Make sure that the ruler is straight by aligning all 
the center dots from B and C on the same line. Cut 
across the bottom of the block.

AB B

C C

2  Then, move your ruler so that the 6½ inch mark 
is along the bottom edge of the block. If you do 
not have a 6½ inch ruler, use two rulers butted up 
against each other. Make sure that the very top of 
the B arch falls on the 6¼ inch mark. Trim the height 
of the block to 6½ inches.

AB B

C C

3  Then, align the very right edge of the B arch with the 
¼ inch mark of your ruler. Make sure that the ruler is 
perfectly perpendicular to the top and bottom edges 
and trim. Repeat with the other edge.

AB B

C C
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Assembling your  
quilt top
Lay out your quilt blocks on your design board or the 
floor, and rearrange the blocks until you have a pleasing 
array. Pin the blocks together in rows to keep track of 
your arrangement, and sew the blocks into rows. 

When you are stitching the lower side part of the blocks 
together where the two adjacent B arches meet, it is 
a little tricky to get it just right. You don’t want a large 
gap where the background fabric shows through, but 
you also don’t want to catch the B arches in the seam. It 
can take a few tries before you get a feel for the perfect 
position of your stitching. If you don’t quite get it right, 
you only need to unpick a few inches, not the whole 
block, and try again. As long as you start your second 
pass of stitching an inch or so before the unstitched 
part, it will be secure.
Finish the quilt top by pinning and sewing the rows of 
blocks together carefully. Take care to align the center 
dots with the seam between two blocks in the next row. 
It is also tricky at the very top of the arch to both not 
allow too much background to show and to not catch 
the top of the B arch in the seam. Again, practice a few 
times and unpick when it is not quite right.

Quilting & Finishing
When you are done the quilt top, press it well from both 
sides.
Layer your well-pressed quilt top with your batting and 
backing and baste your quilt.
Quilt it with whatever pattern you find pleasing. For 
this particular quilt, I chose to quilt a few wedge shapes 
that kind of look like the inside of a citrus fruit just in 
the A half circle. I used a walking foot and followed the 
marked lines, turning the quilt with the needle down 
when I got to each corner. I used a matching, but darker 
thread for each A piece. So for example, for a yellow 
segment, I used a dark yellow thread.

If you wanted more quilting, you could also “echo quilt” 
in the background, following the B arches and the flat 
bottom of the A piece. To do this, stitch next to the 
seam, for instance, ¼ inch away. You do not need to 
mark the quilt; just use the edge of your walking foot as 
a guide. If you want your lines slightly closer or farther 
apart, then change the needle position on your machine. 
You can then add additional quilting lines echoing the 
first lines. Echoing is pretty forgiving and very attractive. 
After you have quilted your quilt, square it off so the 
edges are nice and straight, and then sew on your 
binding. Wash and enjoy!
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Coloring sheet
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A

1 inch
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Left A

1 inch
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Right A

1 inch
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Left B

Print two copies each of Right B
and Left B. Tape one Right and 
one Left together at dashed line 
for full arch template. 
Cut one Right and one Left 
on the solid line for half arch templates.

1 inch
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Right B

Print two copies each of Right B
and Left B. Tape one Right and 
one Left together at dashed line 
for full arch template. 
Cut one Right and one Left 
on the solid line for half arch templates.

1 inch
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Left C

Print two copies each of Right C
and Left C. Tape one Right and 
one Left together at dashed line 
for full arch template. 
Cut one Right and one Left 
on the solid line for half arch templates.

1 inch
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Right C

Print two copies each of Right C
and Left C. Tape one Right and 
one Left together at dashed line 
for full arch template. 
Cut one Right and one Left 
on the solid line for half arch templates.

1 inch


